ATM Restyle Expands Available Truck Accessories
New products have been added to the growing truck accessories site which features a wide
selection of tonneau covers.
Hamburg, NY (PRWEB) January 7, 2007 -- The team at ATM Restyle continues to add and build the line of
truck accessories available on the growing site. The over-all look and feel of the site has been enhanced over
the past several months.
Recent additions to the line of winches available on the site are the Warn Power Plant HD & HP. These winches
include the following features:
-A powerful air compressor combined with a high-duty winch lets tradesmen, farmers, and ranchers get more
done in less time.
-Runs air tools such as nail guns and impact wrenches, so there's no
need to lug a large, cumbersome air compressor to the jobsite.
-All-in-one unit is simple to install so you can spend more time working. Accessories, such as Auxiliary Air
Tanks and Plumbing Kit are available to store more air on your truck.
On the winch side, the Warn PowerPlant Dual Force HD has been engineered to handle those longer, harder
pulls thanks to a 12,000 lb. line rating. The standard thermometric switch prevents the PowerPlant from
overheating.
Another recent addition are the custom bug shields made by Stampede Truck Accessories. These bug shields
come in various designs including the camo series and specialty series. The specialty series contain Unites
States flag patterns.
ATM Restyle continues to showcase the featured truck accessory on the site tonneau covers. With recent price
reductions and updates to include tonneau covers made for new trucks in 2007 the site offers a robust truck
cover selection.
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Contact Information
ATM Restyle
ATM Restyle
http://tonocover.com
(716)649-3023
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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